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A B S T R A C T

This paper heralds a mathematical treatment of Segways as autonomous robots for personal transportation and
deliveries and courier services in constrained dynamic environments from a bird’s-eye view. New velocity-based
stabilizing controllers of an autonomous nonholonomic two-wheeled self-balancing personalized Segway robot
are extracted from a total potential developed by employing the Lyapunov-based Control Scheme (LbCS) for
navigation in a partially known environment. Velocity controllers’ cost and time effectiveness and efficiency
result from the interaction of the three prominent pillars of LbCS: smoothest, shortest, and safest path for
motion planning. Furthermore, the autonomous personal transporter has an obstacle avoidance sensor with a
limited detection range ideal for fast navigation in dynamic environments with narrow corridors, tracks, and
pathways. This also successfully facilitates navigation in a partially known environment where the sensors
only receive and avoid static and dynamic obstacles in a limited range. The results are numerically validated,
and the efficacy of the new controllers is exemplified via computer simulations, which illustrate the forward,
backward, and zero-turn radius maneuvers of the Segway robot. Introducing the particular autonomous
personal transporter would contribute to transportation systems of smart cities.
1. Introduction

Intelligent transportation garners enhanced support and attention
due to the integration of new Information and Communications Tech-
nology (ICT) technologies, the Internet of things (IoT), and the growing
need for safe navigation in constrained and cluttered dynamic environ-
ments. ICTs have played an indispensable role in accessing essentials
and improving services such as transportation, education, agriculture,
manufacturing, healthcare facilities, and governance. Hence reducing
dependency on others, minimizing cost, and being at ease to access
information and services while enhancing control, automation, and
precision (Pacific Controls, 2020; United Nations, 2012; Assaf et al.,
2018; Sharma et al., 2019). Moreover, integrated into the transporta-
tion system, services have become safer, smarter, and greener than
they have ever been, as seen in Ochoa and Oliva (2018), where a
hybrid intelligent application based on the Bat Algorithm and data
mining was utilized to help drivers with color vision deficiency to
interpret traffic signals accurately. There is also a significant impact
on sustainable, intelligent transportation for safety and traffic con-
trol with the use of sensors, cameras, and mobile communication
devices (Guerrero-Ibáñez et al., 2018). Therefore, smart and sensible
integration of ICTs and robotic mechanical systems have created inter
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alia intelligent transportation in the recent past (Sandin and Gustafsson,
2014; van Deventer, 2015).

Recently, a lot of emphases is on the self-balancing two-wheeled
personal or human transporter called Segway (Spong et al., 1999;
Grasser et al., 2002; Pathak et al., 2005; Voth, 2005; Maddahi et al.,
2015; Liu et al., 2016; Haddout, 2018; Pham and Lee, 2018, 2019;
HA et al., 2009; Dias et al., 2018; Jeong and Takahashi, 2007). It
is an application of an inverted pendulum designed by Dean Kamen
in 2001 (Babazadeh et al., 2016). Segway serves its purpose best as
an indoor personal transporter (Babazadeh et al., 2016) while recent
designs (Segway Inc, 2017; Draz et al., 2012) have maneuvering capa-
bilities outdoor as well. The user can travel to the required location by
altering the angle of the handlebar forward, or backward (Babazadeh
et al., 2016). Moreover, the handlebar’s movement sideways gives rise
to the turning motion of the personal transporter in the horizontal
plane (Liu et al., 2016). Fig. 1 shows that a segway is symmetrical about
the center of its handlebar (Segway Inc, 2017).

For a human-controlled Segway, the rider has to manage the speed,
maneuver the robot to avoid obstacles and bring it to a stop. However,
for a Segway to be an effective personal transporter for those with
partial visual and motor impairments, an autonomous version would be
952-1976/© 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A segway is symmetrical about the center of its handlebar.
Source: Adopted from Segway Inc (2017).

most desirable. Unfortunately, a Segway robot that can autonomously
navigate in a dynamic environment, perform obstacle avoidance, and
garner robust maneuvers is not given much attention, although it is fit
for purpose. For instance, an autonomous Segway can carry highly cor-
rosive chemicals in laboratories preventing human error and accidents.
Furthermore, it can be utilized to reduce fatigue, assist the elderly,
assist the disabled who lack balance and mobility, and perform routine
patrols. Fatigue, balance, and mobility are intricately associated with
function, disability, and quality of life in patients with multiple sclero-
sis (Copperman et al., 1998). Then there is an ever-growing demand for
instant deliveries and courier services, patrolling for law enforcement,
emergency response brigades, municipalities, private security firms,
airports, and other private and public safety organizations utilizing
Segway (Daily Mail Reporter, 2008; The Local, 2018). This is now
attracting researchers from various disciplines and sectors to provide
fit-for-purpose Segway robots.

The motion planning and control of Segways is still a big challenge
for researchers who invest in different algorithms and methods for
better motion planners. Several studies have been conducted to address
the dynamics and stability of Segway robots. Some of the classical
techniques seen in the literature include the development of controllers
using classical control algorithms such as the Lagrangian method (Mad-
dahi et al., 2015), the use of a PID controller (Liu et al., 2016; O’Dwyer,
2000; Kurdekar and Borkar, 2013), and the Krupkovã approach (Hadd-
out, 2018). Recently, the implementation of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
algorithms for robot motion control has provided robots with the poten-
tial to perform a wider range of tasks autonomously and navigate more
effectively in complex environments. This has resulted in the design
and implementation of numerous AI methods such as evolutionary
algorithms (Ghaliba and Oglah, 2020; Ghaleb et al., 2023; Mishra
et al., 2023), swarm intelligence algorithms (Ghaliba and Oglah, 2020;
Mourad et al., 2022; Ghaleb et al., 2023; Mishra et al., 2023), and
hybrid algorithms (Ghaliba and Oglah, 2020; Ahmed and Alshandoli,
2020; Mourad et al., 2022; Ghaleb et al., 2023; Mishra et al., 2023).

An autonomous Segway could be an ideal solution for personal
transportation of people with partial visual and motor impairments.
Only recently have robotics researchers become interested in the mo-
tion planning of Segway robots, mainly focusing on establishing a safe
motion strategy for navigation in outdoor and indoor environments.
The increase in attention is primarily due to the self-balancing Segway
robot’s two-wheeled design, which significantly increases its maneu-
verability, agility, and stability. Motivated by the potential advantages
of newly designed autonomous Segways to improving the quality of
2

life for the disabled and the elderly and their potential applicability in
specialized situations and scenarios such as smart cities, this research
aims to improve the autonomous navigation of Segways in obstacle-
ridden environments by proposing new motion controllers using LbCS.
Despite being successfully employed in the literature to find stabilizing
and feasible solutions for a broad spectrum of robotic applications (Raj
et al., 2020, 2023), to the best of the authors’ knowledge, LbCS as an
approach has not been considered yet for the autonomous navigation of
a Segway robot in dynamic environments. The significant contributions
of this paper are:

1. design of a new set of stabilizing and continuous velocity-
based controllers for a two-dimensional autonomous Segway
robot with a zero-turn radius. The controllers allow the Segway
robot to rotate and instantly change its direction of motion
with a zero-turn radius, enabling it to navigate through narrow
areas that a three-wheeled (Moshayedi et al., 2022) or four-
wheeled (Moshayedi et al., 2022) robot cannot. The proposed
controllers of the intelligent Segway robotic system were devel-
oped using LbCS. This rule-based system could be classified as an
AI approach as predefined control rules guide the Segway’s nav-
igation. From the authors’ perspective, this is the first time such
velocity controllers are designed for an autonomous Segway in
the sense of Lyapunov. Furthermore, the algorithms developed
can be applied to a Segway robot as an autonomous personal
transporter to improve mobility, particularly for the disabled and
the elderly, for short-distance travels in cluttered environments.

2. a robust autonomous Segway system due to the inherent na-
ture of the LbCS. Unlike the AI techniques reported in Mishra
et al. (2023) and Mourad et al. (2022) which faced difficul-
ties in dynamic environments comprising a large number of
obstacles and narrow passages, the key advantage of LbCS is
that it gives effective and simple means of scheming contin-
uous motion controllers and easier treatment of obstacles and
constraints. Moreover, the evolutionary optimization and heuris-
tic motion control algorithms utilized in Ghaleb et al. (2023)
and Mishra et al. (2023) experienced computational complexi-
ties which gave rise to the Segway systems’ noncontinuous and
erratic motion. Therefore, the robust and stabilizing controllers
can be deployed in specific real-life applications for personal
transportation to navigate a dynamic environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of related work in the literature while Section 3 briefly
describes the LbCS. In Section 4, kinematic equations of a Segway robot
based on a geometric model are derived based on its nonholonomic
constraints. In Section 5, the velocity-based controllers are designed
for the Segway robot in the presence of dynamic and stationary ob-
stacles from a Lyapunov function. The Lyapunov function, the total
potential, is built using the attractive potential for target convergence
and the repulsive potential for obstacle avoidance. The restrictions and
limitations on the angular velocities of the Segway robot’s wheels are
discussed in Section 6. Moreover, the Segway robot system’s stability
analysis is given in Section 7. Finally, the simulation results are pre-
sented, and the research is concluded with a brief on future work in
Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. Literature review

The use of Segways as a personal transportation option is gain-
ing popularity due to its attributes such as eco-friendliness, cost-
effectiveness, and convenience. Typically considered as a physical
vehicular system that is nonlinear and unstable, researchers have
been conducting many studies on the design and motion control of
autonomous Segways to achieve better handling, ride comfort, and
reliability. Various control techniques, including traditional PID con-
trollers, as well as AI algorithms, have been proposed and tested to
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enhance Segway motion control. In this literature review, an overview
of the recent advancements and different control techniques for achiev-
ing optimal design and control of Segways as autonomous personal
transporters are provided.

A wide range of classical control techniques has been proposed
to achieve optimal performance and functionality of Segway robots.
In 2015, Maddahi et al. (2015) developed discontinuous controllers
for a Segway using Lyapunov’s feedback control design technique and
established the stability of their system. The approach was centered on
kinetic and potential energy, and the equations of motion for the sys-
tems movement in two-dimension were designed using the Lagrangian
method. In Liu et al. (2016), a dynamics modeling technique with
the software package ProPac TSi was used, and a PID controller was
designed. The Lyapunov exponent was used in analyzing the stability
of the two-wheeled vehicle system. To add on, in Haddout (2018),
the geometrical theory of nonholonomic constraints were applied to
the Segway mechanical problem using Krupkovã approach. Further-
more, a recent development from the concept of segway is a BalBot,
a two-wheeled drive mobile robot comprising an inverted pendulum
structure. A Balbot robot was studied in Lee and Jung (2013) for a
robust balancing performance while following a line. A spatial ridable
ballbot and the ball Segway were studied in Pham and Lee (2018, 2019)
and were utilized to control aggregated hierarchical sliding.

A popular classical approach to Segway motion control was the
use of PID controllers. These controllers were frequently employed in
control theory due to their ease of use and convenience in providing
vertical stabilization for Segways as shown by O’Dwyer (2000) who
derived various PID tuning laws which were system model-based laws.
However, the PID controllers were manual, difficult to use, and lim-
ited by their fixed control parameters, and thus were not optimal in
all situations. Ongoing PID parameter adjustment and selection were
required to guarantee the system was operating properly while avoiding
erratic trajectories. Moreover, an unstable motion resulting from the
Segway robot’s height prompted the authors of Bang and Lee (2022)
to design a Precision Driving Algorithm (PDA) to address the path
deviation and erratic trajectories caused by the change in center of
mass during turning. To overcome these limitations, researchers have
been exploring the use of AI algorithms to address the motion control
problem of Segways.

In 2013, Kurdekar and Borkar (2013) compared the performance
of the PID controller with that of the Fuzzy Logic (FL) controller
on an autonomous Segway. By testing different magnitudes of dis-
turbances, the authors revealed that the PID controller was a basic
control technique with a slow response whereas the FL controller
response was more apt. The performance comparison showed that the
FL controller offered much better control in maintaining the desired
orientation while handling nonlinearity and uncertainty in the system
dynamics when compared to the PID controller. While the two motion
controllers have their strengths and weaknesses, a combination of such
advanced controllers can significantly improve a Segway’s performance
by integrating the strengths of the different controllers. This strategy
was demonstrated in 2020 by Ghaliba and Oglah (2020) who combined
the FL controller with fractional order PID controller to form a Fuzzy-
like PID (FPID) controller for governing and controlling a Segway. To
increase tuning efficiency and system robustness, the parameters of
the FPID controller were tuned with three evolutionary optimization
algorithms, namely Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO), and the rarely used Social Spider Optimization (SSO). According
to the research results, the SSO algorithm was better than the other
two methods in optimization algorithm implementation time, while the
ACO algorithm performed better in settling time value in the Segway’s
velocity.

In AI, heuristic approaches are often used to design algorithms
by combining multiple algorithms that can operate efficiently and
effectively in complex, real-world environments. However, the field of
3

AI is constantly evolving, with new algorithms and techniques being
developed and tested. Comparing the performance of AI algorithms is
crucial for selecting the most suitable algorithm to be used in heuristic
approaches. Recently, Ghaleb et al. (2023) in 2023, compared the
performance between Integer Order Fuzzy PID (IOFPID) and Fractional
Order Fuzzy PID (FOFPID) controllers for a Segway, where the parame-
ters of each controller were tuned with four evolutionary optimization
algorithms, namely SSO, GA, ACO, and Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO). A comparison of results by the authors proved that the FOFPID
controller with the SSO algorithm performed the best in settling time,
peak time and peak value, thus implying that the SSO was the best
optimization algorithm for the personal transporter application of the
Segway robot considered in Ghaleb et al. (2023).

The availability of numerous AI algorithms can potentially intro-
duce significant challenges in terms of complexity, computational re-
quirements, parameter tuning, and interference when combining appro-
priate schemes as heuristic approaches for use in specific applications.
For instance, Mishra et al. (2023) in 2023 utilized the GA, PSO, and
hybrid HGAPSO algorithms, which is a mixture of GA and PSO, to
address the PID controller’s optimization issue resulting from inappro-
priate parameter adjustments, and subsequently design a Segway model
with parameters based on real-world conditions. The HGAPSO algo-
rithm inherited the strengths of its constituent algorithms, particularly
PSO’s fast convergence and GA’s low fitness cost, thereby making it
a dependable and efficient approach in providing optimal solutions
to the PID parameters. Unfortunately, while heuristic approaches can
improve the performance of a robot motion control system, they can
also introduce significant challenges in terms of complexity and com-
putational requirements. A limitation of the strategy used in Mishra
et al. (2023) was that trajectories were obtained via discrete stepwise
iterations, implying that the designed approach could not be used for
multi-objective optimization. Moreover, unless proper constraints were
declared, the code produced solutions that were unattainable for the
Segway, causing unusual responses from the Segway system.

Research on the contributions of different approaches to address
the motion control of an autonomous Segway robot is ongoing, with
the development of various algorithms as discussed above. While AI
methods for motion planning have made significant progress, they face
difficulties with dynamic environments comprising a large number of
obstacles and narrow passages. Furthermore, the introduction of com-
putational complexities from evolutionary optimization and heuristic
algorithms may lead to slow convergence with noncontinuous and
erratic trajectories. From the authors’ viewpoint, not much research
attention has been given to the Lyapunov technique for designing stable
controllers for self-balancing two-wheeled Segway robots. Compared to
the techniques presented in the literature, the Lyapunov-based control
scheme for motion control of Segway robots offers promising advan-
tages such as stability guarantees, robustness, continuous trajectory,
and adaptability to dynamic environments. This paper presents new
motion controllers using LbCS to improve the autonomous navigation
of Segways in obstacle-ridden and dynamic environments.

3. Lyapunov-based control scheme

The Lyapunov-based control scheme (LbCS), which belongs to the
classical artificial potential field technique approach, has been uti-
lized in this research. The primary intention of LbCS is to design
attractive and repulsive potential field functions. These functions later
are part of a total potential known as the Lyapunov function from
which stabilizing velocity or acceleration-based nonlinear controllers
are extracted (Raj et al., 2020, 2023). The advantages of designing
controllers using LbCS are simplicity, elegance, and the fact that the
controllers remain continuous. Moreover, through LbCS, restrictions
and constraints of mechanical systems specifications, control condi-
tions, and inequalities are easy to include in designing control laws via
creating mathematical functions. On the other hand, the introduction of

algorithm singularities (local minima) is the major drawback of LbCS.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the LbCS.
Furthermore, continuity must be discretized in practical applications,
and asymptotic stability can only be shown. For a detailed account of
the LbCS, the reader is referred to Sharma et al. (2014).

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) give an illustration of the LbCS. The contour
plot developed over a workspace defined as −10 < 𝑧1 < 150 and
−10 < 𝑧2 < 150 for a robot with an initial placement of (10, 10) is shown
in Fig. 2(a)). The trajectory of the robot from its initial configuration
to the final configuration at (100, 100) avoiding an obstacle located at
(50, 50), is traced in a dashed line. The 3D visualization of the repulsive
and attractive potential fields is shown in Fig. 2(b). The robot’s energy,
which is the evaluation of the Lyapunov function, can be seen to be
monotonically decreasing and becomes zero at the final configuration,
which is shown in a blue line.

4. Nonholonomic Segway kinematic model

In two-dimensional space, viewed from a bird’s-eye, a Segway robot,
a two-wheeled self-balancing vehicle, has two degrees of freedom:
translational motion and the rotational motion of the body with respect
to the horizontal plane. In this research paper, the pendulum bar
is assumed to be rigid as the motion of the Segway robot is to be
autonomous. The following assumptions will support in achieving this
objective:

• The pendulum bar and the body of the Segway robot are regarded
as rigid bodies from a bird’s-eye view.

• There is pure rolling and no lateral slip motion on the wheels.
• The Segway robot has zero-turn radius property meaning it can

turn around anywhere.

A two-dimensional (bird’s-eye view) geometric model of a nonholo-
nomic Segway robot with an obstacle detection sensor with a detection
range of 𝑟𝑑 is shown in Fig. 3. This Segway robot has two diametrically
opposed wheels of radius 𝑟. The length of the axis between the wheels
of the robot is 2𝛿, while 𝜃 is the angular orientation of the robot from
the 𝑧1-axis. From a bird’s eye view, the center of the handlebar is at
(𝑥, 𝑦) situated on the pendulum bar at distance, 𝜆, with an angular
orientation of 𝜃 from the center of the axis between the wheels. The
angular velocities of the rear right and left wheels of the Segway robot
are denoted as �̇�𝑅 = 𝜐𝑅 and �̇�𝐿 = 𝜐𝐿, respectively. An obstacle-
detecting sensor placed at (𝑥, 𝑦), having a detection range of 𝑟𝑑 , ensures
that the Segway robot navigates safely past the obstacles. Hence, the
robot’s configuration vector becomes,

𝐪 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, 𝜙 , 𝜙 ]. (1)
4

𝑅 𝐿
Fig. 3. Segway modeled as a two wheeled self-balancing robot at an orientational
angle 𝜃 from a bird’s-eye view.

Assuming the non-holonomic constraints mentioned above, the con-
straints in matrix form with respect to (𝑥, 𝑦) are

𝐹 (𝐪)�̇� = 0 (2)

where

𝐹 (𝐪) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

− sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 −𝜆 0 0
cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 𝛿 −𝑟 0
cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 −𝛿 0 −𝑟

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (3)

Therefore, the Segway robot’s kinematic model, with respect to (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈
R2 is given by

�̇� = 𝑃 (𝐪)𝑣(𝑡) (4)
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where

𝑃 (𝐪) =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆 sin 𝜃) 𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 cos 𝜃 + 𝜆 sin 𝜃)
𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 sin 𝜃 + 𝜆 cos 𝜃) 𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆 cos 𝜃)
𝑟
2𝛿

− 𝑟
2𝛿

1 0
0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(5)

ith

(𝑡) =
[

𝑣𝑅 𝑣𝐿
]𝑇 =

[

�̇�𝑅 �̇�𝐿
]𝑇 . (6)

his is in line with the derivations obtained in the literature by Pathak
t al. in 2005 (Pathak et al., 2005), Haddout in 2018 (Haddout, 2018),
nd Lee et al. in 2013 (Lee and Jung, 2013). In two-dimensional space,
he Segway robot’s position, as shown in Fig. 3, can be depicted by its
ranslational components. Let the Segway robot’s position at time 𝑡 ≥ 0
e described as 𝐱 = (𝑥(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡)) with an angular orientation of 𝜃 = 𝜃(𝑡),
nd let 𝜃(𝑡0) = 𝜃0 and (𝑥(𝑡0), 𝑦(𝑡0)) =∶ (𝑥0, 𝑦0) be the initial conditions.

Furthermore, let the Segway robot’s instantaneous velocity at 𝑡 ≥ 0 be
denoted as (𝜛(𝑡), 𝜔(𝑡)) ∶= (𝑥′(𝑡), 𝑦′(𝑡)). Thus, a system of first-order ODEs
is obtained for the Segway robot:

𝑥′(𝑡) = 𝜛(𝑡), 𝑦′(𝑡) = 𝜔(𝑡), (7)

where the initial conditions of the robot at 𝑡 = 𝑡0 ≥ 0 is assumed to
be 𝑥0 ∶= 𝑥(𝑡0), 𝑦0 ∶= 𝑦(𝑡0). Now, upon suppressing 𝑡, let 𝐱0 ∶= 𝐱(𝑡0) ∶=
(𝑥0, 𝑦0) ∈ R2, and let 𝐱 ∶= (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ R2. Then, a state feedback law of the
instantaneous velocity (𝜛,𝜔) is of the form

𝜛(𝑡) ∶= −𝜇𝑓 (𝐱(𝑡)),
𝜔(𝑡) ∶= −𝜑𝑔(𝐱(𝑡)),

for some scalars 𝜑, 𝜇 > 0 and functions 𝑔(𝐱(𝑡)) and 𝑓 (𝐱(𝑡)) that are to
be constructed appropriately later, and if 𝐆(𝐱) is defined as 𝐆(𝐱) ∶=
(−𝜇𝑓 (𝐱),−𝜑𝑔(𝐱)) ∈ R2, then the segway can be represented as

�̇� = 𝐆(𝐱), 𝐱(𝑡0) = 𝐱0. (8)

The robot’s equilibrium point is given as 𝐱𝑒 = (𝑥𝑒, 𝑦𝑒) ∈ R2.

5. Velocity controllers of the Segway robot

Segway is emerging as an eco-friendly alternative personal trans-
port for short-distance travels both in outdoor and indoor environ-
ments (Dias et al., 2018). However, providing different spaces (e.g., ex-
clusive lanes) for such vehicles in shopping mall walkways and com-
pacted sidewalks is not practical. Thus, other alternatives should be
considered, such as sharing space with pedestrians and cyclists. Fur-
thermore, while sharing space with other users, it becomes viable for
the Segway user to have a safe avoidance distance as the Segway will
be approaching the other users of the space at different speeds. Thus,
it becomes essential for the Segway and its rider to employ a one-
way collision avoidance mechanism. It is assumed in this research that
each dynamic obstacle is performing its task without considering the
functionality of the Segway robot. However, the dynamic obstacles
consider the functionality of the other dynamic obstacles (obstacle
avoidance) and seek their own goals.

Consider a priori known workspace, which is cluttered with 𝑚 ∈ N
dynamic and 𝑞 ∈ N stationary obstacles. The segway robot, being
governed by the system (8), has to navigate to its final configuration,
avoiding the obstacles in its path. The smallest possible circle encloses
the robot to ensure it steers safely past the static and moving obstacles.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the segway robot has been enclosed by a circu-
lar protective region centered at (𝑥, 𝑦) and radius 𝑟𝑠 ∶=

√

(𝛿)2 + (𝜆 + 𝑟)2.
5

Definition 5.1. The target assigned to the Segway robot is in the form
of a disk centered at 𝒙𝜏 = (𝑎, 𝑏) and radius 𝑟𝑤, and can be described as

𝜏 ∶= {(𝑧1, 𝑧2) ∈ R2 ∶ (𝑧1 − 𝑎)2 + (𝑧2 − 𝑏)2 ≤ 𝑟2𝑠}. (9)

Definition 5.2. The 𝑘𝑡ℎ solid stationary obstacle is in the form of a disk,
centered at 𝒙𝑂𝑘 = (𝑜𝑘1, 𝑜𝑘2) with radius 𝑟𝑂𝑘 > 0, and can be described
as

𝑂𝑘 ∶= {(𝑧1, 𝑧2) ∈ R2 ∶ (𝑧1 − 𝑜𝑘1)2 + (𝑧2 − 𝑜𝑘2)2 ≤ 𝑟2𝑂𝑘}. (10)

efinition 5.3. The 𝑝𝑡ℎ dynamic obstacle is in the form of a rigid body
esiding in a disk, centered at 𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑝 = (𝑥𝑂𝑝 , 𝑦𝑂𝑝 ) with radius 𝑟𝑝 > 0, and
an be described as

𝑂𝑝 ∶= {(𝑧1, 𝑧2) ∈ R2 ∶ (𝑧1 − 𝑥𝑂𝑝 )
2 + (𝑧2 − 𝑦𝑂𝑝 )

2 ≤ 𝑟2𝑝}. (11)

efinition 5.4. The 𝑝𝑡ℎ dynamic obstacle’s target is a disk, centered at
𝐸𝑝 = (𝜏𝑝1 , 𝜏𝑝2 ) with radius 𝑟𝜏𝑝 , and can be described as set

𝑝 ∶= {(𝑧1, 𝑧2) ∈ R2 ∶ (𝑧1 − 𝜏𝑝1 , )
2 + (𝑧2 − 𝜏𝑝2 )

2 ≤ 𝑟2𝜏𝑝}. (12)

Now, the objective is to develop a Lyapunov function (total poten-
ial) using the LbCS and derive the velocity based controllers for the
egway robot. The design of the velocity-based controllers is captured
n Fig. 4.

.1. Components of the Lyapunov function

The following artificial repulsive and attractive potential functions
re developed, which will be part of the Lyapunov function (total
otentials) to be proposed:

.1.1. Target attraction
A radically unbounded target attraction potential function that en-

ures that the Segway robot must converge to its equilibrium point is
esigned as follows:

𝐴(𝐱) ∶=
1
2
𝜓𝛼1

2, (13)

here 𝛼 = ‖

‖

𝐱 − 𝒙𝜏‖‖ represents the Euclidean distance between the
arget and the Segway robot at an arbitrary time, and 𝜓 > 0 is the
arget convergence parameter. The target convergence parameter, 𝜓 ,
epresents the strength of attraction between the target, 𝒙𝜏 , and the
egway robot, 𝐱. A larger parameter value indicates that the Segway
obot converges faster to its target. Fig. 5(a)) gives an example of the
otal potentials for the function (13), while the relative contour plot
roduced in a workspace defined as 30 < 𝑧1 < 70 and 30 < 𝑧2 < 70 is
hown in Fig. 5(b).

.1.2. Stationary obstacle avoidance
An obstacle avoidance function that will avoid the potential colli-

ions with the 𝑘th stationary solid obstacle represented by Eq. (10) is
esigned as follows:

𝑘(𝐱) =
1
2

[

𝛼2
2 −

(

𝑟𝑂𝑘 + 𝑟𝑠
)2

]

, 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑞}. (14)

where 𝛼2 = ‖

‖

‖

𝐱 − 𝒙𝑂𝑘
‖

‖

‖

denotes the Euclidean distance between the
𝑘th stationary obstacle and the Segway robot at an arbitrary time.
Therefore, the repulsive potential field due to 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑞} static
obstacles is given by

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝1 (𝐱) =
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1

𝛽𝑘
𝑄𝑘(𝐱)

(15)

where the obstacle avoidance parameter

𝛽𝑘 =

{

𝜎(𝑟2𝑑 − 𝑑
2
𝑂𝑘

)2, 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑂𝑘 ≤ 𝑟𝑑 (16)

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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Fig. 4. Block diagram illustrating the control scheme.
Fig. 5. An illustration of the attractive potential fields with their contour plot produced utilizing the attractive potential function (13) with 𝑟𝑠 = 0.5, 𝜓 = 1, and the target located
at (50, 50).
in which 𝜎 > 0 is the obstacle avoidance parameter and 𝑑𝑂𝑘 = 𝛼2 −
(𝑟𝑠 + 𝑟𝑂𝑘 ). The above distinct form of 𝛽𝑘 implies that the Segway robot
is navigating in a partially known environment and guarantees that the
stabilizing velocity controllers to be proposed will be continuous. Note
that �̇�𝑘 = 0.

5.1.3. Dynamic obstacle avoidance
It is assumed in this research that the avoidance maneuvers would

be performed by the Segway robot and not by the dynamic obstacles.
A one-way avoidance scheme is designed so that the Segway robot’s
motion will not affect dynamic obstacles motion in any way. This
scheme is similar to the blindman’s problem (Sharma et al., 2018) and
the asteroid avoidance problem (Reif and Sharir, 1985). However, the
significant difference is that the dynamic obstacles can avoid stationary
and other dynamic obstacles, apart from the Segway robot. The 𝑝th
dynamic obstacle’s objective is to converge to its predefined pseudo-
target in the workspace. The following time-invariant system model
is considered to generate the respective velocities of the 𝑝th dynamic
obstacles, whereby the proportional feedback equations illustrate the
6

evolution of the different states from (𝑥𝑂𝑝 , 𝑦𝑂𝑝 ) to (𝜏𝑝1 , 𝜏𝑝2 )

�̇�𝑂𝑝 = −𝜚𝑝

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

(

𝑥𝑂𝑝 − 𝜏𝑝1
)

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝜍 +
𝑚
∑

𝑗=1,
𝑗≠𝑝

𝜂𝑝𝑗
𝐶𝑝𝑗

+
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1

𝜀𝑝𝑘
𝐺𝑝𝑘

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

− 𝜚𝑝

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−2
𝑞
∑

𝑗=1,
𝑗≠𝑝

𝜂𝑝𝑗
𝐷𝑝

𝐶2
𝑝𝑗

(

𝑥𝑂𝑝 − 𝑥𝑂𝑗
)

−
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1
𝜀𝑝𝑘

𝐷𝑝

𝐺2
𝑝𝑘

(

𝑥𝑂𝑝 − 𝑜𝑘1
)

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(17)

and

�̇�𝑂𝑝 = −𝜌𝑝

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

(

𝑦𝑂𝑝 − 𝜏𝑝2
)

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝜍 +
𝑚
∑

𝑗=1,
𝑗≠𝑝

𝜂𝑝𝑗
𝐶𝑝𝑗

+
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1

𝜀𝑝𝑘
𝐺𝑝𝑘

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

− 𝜌𝑝

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

−2
𝑚
∑

𝑗=1,

𝜂𝑝𝑗
𝐷𝑝

𝐶2
𝑝𝑗

(

𝑦𝑂𝑝 − 𝑦𝑂𝑗
)

−
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1
𝜀𝑝𝑘

𝐷𝑝

𝐺2
𝑝𝑘

(

𝑦𝑂𝑝 − 𝑜𝑘2
)

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

(18)
⎝ 𝑗≠𝑝 ⎠
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where 𝜚𝑝, 𝜍, 𝜂𝑝𝑗 , 𝜀𝑝𝑘 and 𝜌𝑝 are positive constants and for the conver-
ence of each 𝑝th dynamic obstacle to its pseudo-target:

𝐷𝑝 ∶=
1
2
‖

‖

‖

𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑝 − 𝒙𝐸𝑝
‖

‖

‖

2
. (19)

Furthermore, the following function ensures that 𝑝th dynamic obstacle
avoids the 𝑗th dynamic obstacle, but not the segway robot, given 𝑗 ≠ 𝑝,
𝑝, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚}:

𝑝𝑗 ∶=
1
2

[

‖

‖

‖

𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑝 − 𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑗
‖

‖

‖

2
− (2𝑟𝑝)2

]

. (20)

Finally, the following obstacle avoidance function for the 𝑝th dynamic
obstacle individual is utilized for the purpose of avoiding possible
collisions with the 𝑘th stationary solid obstacle, which is governed
by Eq. (10) where 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑞} and 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚}, in Eqs. (17)
nd (18), and is given as:

𝑝𝑘 =∶
1
2

[

‖

‖

‖

𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑝 − 𝒙𝑂𝑘
‖

‖

‖

2
−
(

𝑟𝑂𝑘 + 𝑟𝑝
)2

]

. (21)

To avoid possible collision with the 𝑝th dynamic obstacle governed
by Eq. (11), the following function for dynamic obstacle avoidance is
designed:

𝑊𝑝(𝐱) =
1
2

[

𝑒3
2 −

(

𝑟𝑝 + 𝑟𝑠
)2
]

, 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚}. (22)

here 𝑒3 =
‖

‖

‖

𝐱 − 𝒙𝐷𝑂𝑝
‖

‖

‖

is the Euclidean distance between the center of
he dynamic obstacle and the segway robot at any arbitrary time. Thus,
n accordance with LbCS, the repulsive potential for 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚}

dynamic obstacle is given by

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝2 (𝐱) =
𝑚
∑

𝑝=1

𝛾𝑝
𝑊𝑝(𝐱)

, (23)

here the dynamic obstacle avoidance parameter is given by

𝑝 =

{

𝜉(𝑟2𝑑 − 𝑑
2
𝐷𝑂𝑝

)2, 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝐷𝑂𝑝 ≤ 𝑟𝑑
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(24)

n which 𝜉 > 0 and 𝑑𝐷𝑂𝑝 = 𝑒3 − (𝑟𝑠 + 𝑟𝑝). The above distinct form
f 𝛾𝑝 implies that the Segway robot navigates in a partially known
nvironment and ensures that the stabilizing velocity-based controllers
roposed will be continuous. Note that �̇�𝑝 = 0.

.1.4. Total repulsive potentials
The total repulsive potentials is therefore the sum of the repulsive

otential fields (15) and (23) due to 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑞} static and
∈ {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚} dynamic obstacles given as

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝐱) =
2
∑

𝑖=1
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖 (𝐱). (25)

ig. 6(a) shows the total repulsive potentials for the three obstacles
𝑞 = 2 and 𝑚 = 1), which are randomly generated for function (25),
hile an illustration of the contour plot developed over a workspace
efined as 20 < 𝑧1 < 80 and 10 < 𝑧2 < 70 is provided in Fig. 6(b).

.1.5. Auxiliary function
An auxiliary function that guarantees that the nonlinear velocity-

ased controllers will vanish at the ultimate target is introduced as:

(𝐱) ∶= 1
2
𝑒1

2. (26)

5.2. A Lyapunov function

Using the auxiliary function (26) together with the total repulsive
potential (25) and attractive potential (13), a total potential known as
the Lyapunov function is designed as follows:

𝐿(𝐱) = 𝑈𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝐱) + 𝑅(𝐱)𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝐱). (27)

Fig. 7(a) shows the total potentials for three obstacles (𝑞 = 2 and 𝑚 = 1),
which are randomly generated and a target positioned at (50, 50), while
an illustration of the contour plot developed over a workspace defined
7

as −20 < 𝑧1 < 100 and −20 < 𝑧2 < 100 is given in Fig. 7(b).
5.3. Design of velocity-based controllers

Along a trajectory of system (8),

̇ (𝐱) = ∇𝐿(𝐱) = 𝑓 (𝐱)�̇� + 𝑔(𝐱)�̇�. (28)

Given the scalars 𝜇 > 0 and 𝜑 > 0, then the velocity-based controllers
f system (8) are

= −𝜇𝑓 (𝐱) and 𝜔 = −𝜑𝑔(𝐱) (29)

here

(𝐱) = (𝑥 − 𝑎)
(

𝜓 + 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝐱)
)

−
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1
𝛽𝑘

𝑅(𝐱)
𝑄2
𝑘(𝐱)

(

𝑥 − 𝑜𝑘1
)

−
𝑚
∑

𝑝=1
𝛾𝑝

𝑅(𝐱)
𝑊 2
𝑘 (𝐱)

(

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑂𝑝
)

(30)

and

𝑔(𝐱) = (𝑦 − 𝑏)
(

𝜓 + 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝 (𝐱)
)

−
𝑞
∑

𝑘=1
𝛽𝑘

𝑅(𝐱)
𝑄2
𝑘(𝐱)

(

𝑦 − 𝑜𝑘2
)

−
𝑚
∑

𝑝=1
𝛾𝑝

𝑅(𝐱)
𝑊 2
𝑘 (𝐱)

(

𝑦 − 𝑦𝑂𝑝
)

. (31)

6. Limitations of angular velocities

The time derivative of (27) is modified by substituting the system
of ODEs (4), as illustrated below:

�̇�(𝐱) = 𝑓 (𝐱) ⋅ �̇� + 𝑔(𝐱) ⋅ �̇�

=
𝑟𝑓 (𝐱)
2𝛿

(

𝜐𝑅
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

+ 𝜐𝐿
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 + 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

)

+
𝑟𝑔(𝐱)
2𝛿

(

𝜐𝑅
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 + 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

+ 𝜐𝐿
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

)

= 𝑟
2𝛿

(

𝑓 (𝐱)
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

+ 𝑔(𝐱)
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 + 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

)

𝜐𝑅

+ 𝑟
2𝛿

(

𝑓 (𝐱)
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 + 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

+ 𝑔(𝐱)
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

)

𝜐𝐿.

onsequently, the angular velocities of both the right and left rear
heels can be accordingly defined as

𝜐𝑅 ∶= −
𝜅1𝑟
2𝛿

(

𝑓 (𝐱)
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 − 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

+ 𝑔(𝐱)
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 + 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

)

,

𝜐𝐿 ∶= −
𝜅2𝑟
2𝛿

(

𝑓 (𝐱)
(

𝛿 cos 𝜃 + 𝜆 sin 𝜃
)

+ 𝑔(𝐱)
(

𝛿 sin 𝜃 − 𝜆 cos 𝜃
)

)

,

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎪

⎭

(32)

where 𝜅1 and 𝜅2 are the continuous arbitrary positive functions of 𝑥 and
𝑦, and 𝑓 (𝐱) and 𝑔(𝐱) are described in (30) and (31), respectively. Also,
the angular velocities of the left and right rear wheels have restrictions
from a practical viewpoint. This restriction is illustrated in Fig. 8. In
addition, the maximum angular velocities of the wheelchair’s right and
left wheels can also be treated as artificial constraints, which could be
part of the control laws in line with the works carried out by Sharma
et al. (2018) and Reif and Sharir (1985). Yet, its equivalent is to bound
the angular velocities appropriately. Therefore, the latter is adopted
and implemented in this research.

The angular velocities of the left and right rear wheels have re-
strictions from a practical viewpoint, especially when considering the
safety aspects of the transporter and transportation. The functions 𝜅1 =
𝜅1(𝑥, 𝑦) > 0 and 𝜅2 = 𝜅2(𝑥, 𝑦) > 0 play an essential role in restricting
the magnitudes of 𝜐 and 𝜐 , respectively. Given that 𝜒 > 0, then from
𝑅 𝐿
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Fig. 6. The repulsive potential fields and the corresponding contour plot generated using the repulsive potential function governed by Eq. (25). The radii of static and dynamic
obstacles were randomized between 3 and 5 and 𝑟𝑠 = 1. For the obstacle avoidance parameters, 𝛽𝑘 for 𝑘 = 1, 2 and 𝛾𝑝 for 𝑝 = 1 were randomized between 30 and 70.

Fig. 7. The total potentials and contour plot produced using the Lyapunov function (27). The obstacles’ radii were randomized between 2 and 4, 𝜓 = 0.2, 𝑟𝑤 = 1, and 𝛽𝑘 for
𝑘 = 1, 2 and 𝛾𝑝 for 𝑝 = 1 were randomized between 50 and 70.

Fig. 8. The restriction of the angular velocities, 𝜐𝐿 and 𝜐𝑅, is caused by the artificial constraints formed from the obstacle space.
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(
s

(32),

|

|

𝜐𝑅|| ≤
𝜅1𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 + 𝜆) (𝜒 + |𝑓 (𝐱)| + |𝑔(𝐱)|) ,

|

|

𝜐𝐿|| ≤
𝜅2𝑟
2𝛿

(𝛿 + 𝜆) (𝜒 + |𝑓 (𝐱)| + |𝑔(𝐱)|) .

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

(33)

If the maximum angular velocities are set as 𝜐𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∶= max |
|

𝜐𝑅|| and
𝜐𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∶= max |

|

𝜐𝐿||, then from (33)

𝜅1 ∶=
𝜐𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

( 𝑟
2𝛿

)

(𝛿 + 𝜆)(𝜒 + |𝑓 (𝐱)| + |𝑔(𝐱)|)
(34)

and

𝜅2 ∶=
𝜐𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

( 𝑟
2𝛿

)

(𝛿 + 𝜆)(𝜒 + |𝑓 (𝐱)| + |𝑔(𝐱)|)
. (35)

7. Stability analysis

It is clear that the function 𝐿(𝐱), is positive over a domain given as

𝐷
(

𝐿(𝐱)
)

∶=
{

𝐱 ∈ R2𝑛 ∶ 𝑄𝑗 (𝐱) > 0, 𝑊𝑘(𝐱) > 0, ∀ 𝑗 = {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑞} and

∀ 𝑘 = {1, 2, 3,… , 𝑚}
}

and with respect to system (4) and the angular velocities of the left and
right rear wheels given in (32)

�̇�(𝐱) = −

(

𝜐2𝑅
𝜅1

+
𝜐2𝐿
𝜅2

)

≤ 0

∀𝐱 ∈ 𝐷
(

𝐿(𝐱)
)

. The angular velocities, 𝜐𝑅 and 𝜐𝐿, at the target where
𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑎, 𝑏), are zero because 𝑔(𝐱) = 0 and 𝑓 (𝐱) = 0. It can be easily
een that 𝐿(𝐱𝑒) = 0, �̇�(𝐱) ≤ 0, and 𝐿(𝐱) > 0 ∀ 𝐱 ≠ 𝐱𝑒. Eq. (27) is, thus, a

Lyapunov function which guarantees the stability of system (4).

8. Simulation results

The Wolfram Mathematica 11.2 software was used to generate the
simulations. Several sequential Mathematica commands were executed
to achieve the desired results. RK4 method (Runge–Kutta Method) was
used to numerically simulate the system (4). There is a likelihood that
some initial conditions may produce trajectories that would get trapped
in local minima because of the inherent nature of the artificial potential
field approach, which also includes LbCS. By assigning values to the
parameters using brute force, such problems are avoided.

Example 8.1. The initial position (IP), orientation, and targets of the
Segway robot and the dynamic obstacle (DO) are shown in Fig. 9.
In this example, Table 1 provides numerical values of the constraints,
initial states, convergence, and control parameters that are used for the
Segway robot. The Segway robot has to navigate to its assigned target
while avoiding the static and dynamic obstacles in its way. The robot
successfully moves to its target as time evolves, as shown in Fig. 9.
The forward, backward, turning, and zero-turn radius maneuvering
are present in this example. Fig. 10 illustrates how monotonically
decreasing 𝐿(𝐱) evolves along with its time derivative, implying that
the Segway robot is converging to its designated target. Fig. 11 shows
the Segway robot’s angular velocities 𝜐𝐿 and 𝜐𝑅. The wheels’ negative
velocities imply that the Segway robot is in reverse mode and rapid
deceleration while in navigation. In Fig. 12, snapshots have been
taken which explicitly show the collision avoidance of the dynamic
obstacle in Region A (shown in Fig. 9). The snapshots in Fig. 13
show the property of zero-turn radius of the Segway in Region B (shown
in Fig. 9).

Example 8.2. In this example, there are three static obstacles and
two dynamic obstacles which the Segway robot has to avoid during
9

Table 1
Example 8.1. Numerical values of the constraints, initial states, convergence, and
control parameters of the Segway robot.

Initial Configuration

Rectangular position (𝑥0 , 𝑦0) = (10, 10)
Initial orientation −2.39 radians

Constraints

Dimensions 𝛿 = 5, 𝑟 = 2, 𝜆 = 3
Target of segway (𝑎, 𝑏) = (100, 100)
Detection range 𝑟𝑑 = 20

Fixed obstacle (𝑜11 , 𝑜12) = (30, 30)
(𝑜21 , 𝑜22) = (85, 50)

Radius of fixed obstacle 𝑟𝑜1 = 𝑟𝑜2 = 10

Dynamic obstacle initial position (𝑥𝑂1
(0), 𝑦𝑂1

(0)) = (110, 20)
Dynamic obstacle target (𝜏11 , 𝜏12 ) = (26, 110)
Dynamic obstacle convergence parameter 𝜚1 = 𝜌1 = 0.007
Static obstacle avoidance parameter 𝜀11 = 𝜀12 = 0.05
for dynamic obstacle
Dynamic obstacle target convergence parameter 𝜍 = 1

Maximum angular velocities 𝜐𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜐𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1
Constant used to bound angular velocities 𝜒 = 1

Control parameters

Target convergence 𝜓 = 1
Obstacle avoidance 𝜎 = 𝜉 = 0.001

Fig. 9. Example 8.1. Orientation and position of the segway robot and the dynamic
obstacle at 𝑡 = 3, 29, 47, 78, 120, 165 and 250, respectively. The segway robot’s trajectory
is illustrated in dashed line.

Fig. 10. Example 8.1. The Lyapunov function with its time derivative, which are
monotonically decreasing.

its motion. Table 2 gives the numerical values of the constraints,
initial states, convergence, and control parameters used for the Segway
robot that are different from those presented in Table 1. The initial
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Fig. 11. Example 8.1. The Segway robot’s angular velocities showing a rapid
eceleration while approaching the target.

Table 2
Example 8.2. Numerical values of the constraints, initial states, convergence, and
control parameters of the segway robot.

Initial Configuration

Rectangular position (𝑥0 , 𝑦0) = (110, 20)

Constraints

Target of segway (𝑎, 𝑏) = (26, 100)

Fixed obstacle (𝑜21 , 𝑜22) = (100, 35)
(𝑜31 , 𝑜32) = (40, 65)

Radius of fixed obstacle 𝑟𝑜1 = 7, 𝑟𝑜2 = 6, and 𝑟𝑜3 = 5

Dynamic obstacles initial position (𝑥𝑂1
(0), 𝑦𝑂1

(0)) = (10, 10) and
(𝑥𝑂2

(0), 𝑦𝑂2
(0)) = (0, 65)

Dynamic obstacles target (𝜏11 , 𝜏12 ) = (90, 100) and
(𝜏21 , 𝜏22 ) = (110, 65)

Dynamic obstacle convergence parameter 𝜚1 = 𝜌1 = 0.004 and 𝜚2 = 𝜌2 = 0.0025
Static obstacle avoidance parameter for 𝜀𝑝𝑘 = 5 for 𝑝 ∈ 1, 2 and 𝑘 ∈ 1, 2, 3
dynamic obstacle

Control parameters

Target convergence 𝜓 = 0.1
Obstacle avoidance 𝜎 = 𝜉 = 0.5

positions (IP), orientation, and target of the Segway robot and dynamic
obstacles (DO) are shown in Fig. 14. The Segway robot maneuvers
to its target, avoiding the static and dynamic obstacles in its way
as time evolves. The positions of the Segway robot and the dynamic
obstacles at different times are also shown in Fig. 14. The evolution
of 𝐿(𝐱) with its time derivative is similar to that shown in Fig. 10. The
egway robot’s angular velocities, 𝜐𝐿 and 𝜐𝑅, are shown in Fig. 15. The

wheels’ negative velocities indicate that the Segway robot is in reverse
mode and rapid deceleration demonstrates that it is approaching its
target. In Fig. 16, snapshots have been taken which explicitly show
the collision avoidance with the dynamic obstacles in Region A (shown
in Fig. 14).

Example 8.3. In this example, the scenario is the same as for Exam-
ple 8.2 with a swap of the target and the initial positions (IP), hence
facilitating the return navigation from the target to the start position.
This depicts a situation where the transporter embarks on a return
journey after completing the task set out in Example 8.2. Table 3 shows
only the numerical values of the constraints, initial states, convergence,
and control parameters used for the Segway robot that are different
from the ones present in Table 2. The initial positions (IP), orientation,
and target of the Segway robot and the dynamic obstacle (DO) are
shown in Fig. 17. The Segway robot navigates to its target while
avoiding static and dynamic obstacles as time evolves. The positions of
the Segway robot and the dynamic obstacles at different times are also
10
Table 3
Example 8.3. Numerical values of the constraints, initial states, convergence, and
control parameters of the Segway robot.

Initial Configuration

Rectangular position (𝑥0 , 𝑦0) = (26, 100)

Constraints

Target of Segway (𝑎, 𝑏) = (110, 20)

Dynamic obstacles initial position (𝑥𝑂1
(0), 𝑦𝑂1

(0)) = (90, 100) and
(𝑥𝑂2

(0), 𝑦𝑂2
(0)) = (110, 65)

Dynamic obstacles target (𝜏11 , 𝜏12 ) = (10, 10) and
(𝜏21 , 𝜏22 ) = (0, 65)

Control parameters

Target convergence 𝜓 = 0.017
Obstacle avoidance 𝜎 = 𝜉 = 0.005

shown in Fig. 17. The evolution of 𝐿(𝐱) and its time derivative is sim-
ilar to that shown in Fig. 10. The Segway robot’s angular velocities, 𝜐𝐿
and 𝜐𝑅, are shown in Fig. 18. The wheels’ negative velocities indicate
hat the Segway robot is in reverse mode and the rapid deceleration
emonstrates that it is approaching its target. In Fig. 19, snapshots
ave been taken which explicitly show the collision avoidance with the
ynamic obstacles in Region A (shown in Fig. 17).

xample 8.4. In this example, the Segway robot has to maneuver
rom its initial configuration through a narrow passage way while on
ts course to its target location avoiding collision with two dynamic
bstacles and avoiding a number of static obstacles. This depicts a
ituation where the transporter has to pass through narrow corridors or
athways between buildings. Table 4 shows only the numerical values
f the constraints, initial states, convergence, and control parameters
sed for the Segway robot that are different from the ones present in
able 2. The initial positions (IP), orientation, and target of the Segway
obot and the dynamic obstacle (DO) are shown in Fig. 20. The Segway
obot navigates to its target while avoiding static and dynamic obstacles
s time evolves. The positions of the Segway robot and the dynamic
bstacles at different times are also shown in Fig. 20. The evolution
f 𝐿(𝐱) and its time derivative is similar to that shown in Fig. 10. The
egway robot’s angular velocities, 𝜐𝐿 and 𝜐𝑅, are shown in Fig. 21. The
heels’ negative velocities indicate that the Segway robot is in reverse
ode and the rapid deceleration demonstrates that it is approaching its

arget.

Table 5 capture the results obtained in the different simulation
xamples that have been discussed above.

. Discussion

The introduction of the two-wheeled self-balancing personal trans-
orter, Segway, has improved mobility, enhanced the quality of life for
he disabled and the elderly, and is economical for short-distance travel
n both outdoor and indoor environments. This paper has established
set of time-invariant, nonlinear, stabilizing, and continuous velocity

ontrollers of a segway robot for navigation in an obstacle-cluttered
nvironment while observing system limitations and restrictions. Due
o the controllers’ ability to rotate and change the robot’s direction
ith a zero-turn radius, the Segway robot, equipped with an obstacle-
etecting sensor, can maneuver through narrow spaces that a three-
heeled (Moshayedi et al., 2022) or four-wheeled (Moshayedi et al.,
022) robot cannot. Simulation results, as shown in Figs. 9, 14, and
7, portray the system’s robustness and controllers’ effectiveness in
avigating a cluttered environment. In contrast, the motion of a Segway
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Fig. 12. Example 8.1. Images taken at 𝑡 = 91, 101, 112, 123, 133 and 144 respectively show the segway robot avoiding the dynamic obstacle in Region A.
Fig. 13. Example 8.1. Images taken at 𝑡 = 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36 and 38 respectively show the segway robot’s zero-turn radius property in Region B.
designed in Maddahi et al. (2015) utilizing the Lagrangian technique
had discontinuous controllers, resulting in the system’s erratic motion.
Furthermore, for the design of stable Lyapunov motion controllers of
Segway robot navigation, the proposed approach is a better option
than the one presented in Maddahi et al. (2015), where the existence
of sign functions in the control laws derived using the Lyapunov’s
feedback control design technique caused the control signals to behave
nonsmoothly and discontinuously.

In comparison to the swarm intelligence algorithms reported in
Mishra et al. (2023) and Mourad et al. (2022) which gave erratic
motion in an environment with a large number of obstacles, the stabi-
lizing controllers derived from LbCS easily accounted for the obstacles
and constraints in this research. The technique of stepwise iterations
employed by evolutionary optimization and heuristic motion control
algorithms in Ghaleb et al. (2023) and Mishra et al. (2023) implies that
11

their controllers are discrete and may not be suitable in constrained
environments. In contrast, the LbCS motion controllers are contin-
uous, robust and nonlinear, and well-suited to navigate a dynamic
environment as shown in Figs. 9, 14, 17, and 20.

The system presented in this paper shows its robustness and stability
and, most importantly, navigates autonomously. This research provides
a solution to the common problem tagged to Segway that requires the
personal transporter’s rider to control its velocity. The reaction time
and concentration of the rider are crucial while using a segway. Failure
of either would mean that accidents are inevitable. The autonomous
Segway robot presented in this paper has various practical applications.
Some notable ones are:

1. personal mobility and transportation, such as for delivery of
packages in urban areas and healthcare facilities, assistive tech-
nology for patients with mobility issues, and tour guides in

historical sites for tourists,
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Fig. 14. Example 8.2. Orientation and position of the segway robot and the dynamic
obstacles at 𝑡 = 0, 95, 222, 289, 324, 414 and 650 respectively. The Segway robot’s
rajectory is shown in dashed line.

Fig. 15. Example 8.2. The segway robot’s angular velocities show rapid deceleration
hile approaching its target.

Table 4
Example 8.4. Numerical values of the constraints, initial states, convergence, and
control parameters of the Segway robot.

Initial Configuration

Initial orientation −3.068 radians

Constraints

Target of segway (𝑎, 𝑏) = (90, 120)

Fixed obstacle positions (𝑜𝑘1 , 𝑜𝑘2) (66, 107), (66, 99), (66, 91)
for 𝑘 ∈ {1,… , 14} (88, 107), (88, 99), (88, 91)

(56, 81), (44, 81), (32, 81)
(95, 81), (107, 81), (119, 81)
(20, 30), (70, 50)

Radius of fixed obstacle 𝑟𝑜𝑘 = 3 for 𝑘 ∈ {1,… , 6}
𝑟𝑜𝑘 = 5 for 𝑘 ∈ {7,… , 14}

Dynamic obstacle initial position (𝑥𝑂1
(0), 𝑦𝑂1

(0)) = (120, 10)
(𝑥𝑂2

(0), 𝑦𝑂2
(0)) = (5, 65)

Dynamic obstacle target (𝜏11 , 𝜏12 ) = (35, 55)
(𝜏21 , 𝜏22 ) = (80, 20)

Dynamic obstacle convergence parameter 𝜚1 = 𝜌1 = 0.007
𝜚2 = 𝜌2 = 0.005

Static obstacle avoidance parameter 𝜀𝑝𝑘 = 0.05
for dynamic obstacle for 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2} and 𝑘 ∈ {1,… , 14}

Control parameters

Obstacle avoidance 𝜎 = 0.005 and 𝜉 = 0.00005
12
Table 5
Summary of simulations examples.

Example Summary

8.1 The Segway robot navigates from its initial configuration space to
the target location in the presence of one dynamic obstacle and
two static obstacles. The highlight of this example was that the
forward, backward, turning, and zero-turn radius maneuvers of
the Segway robot were explicitly evident.

8.2 In this scenario the Segway robot navigates an environment
cluttered with three static obstacles and two dynamic obstacles.

8.3 This scenario is the same as for Example 8.2 with a swap of the
target and the initial positions of the Segway robot and the
dynamic obstacles, hence facilitating the return navigation from
the target to the start position. This depicts a situation where the
transporter embarks on a return journey after completing the task
set out to.

8.4 The Segway robot navigates from its initial configuration space to
the target location in the presence of two dynamic obstacles and
14 static obstacles. The highlight of this example was that the
Segway robot can maneuver through narrow spaces.

2. service robots in retail and hospitality sectors, such as assisting
customers in retail shops with product information and for room
service delivery in hotels,

3. security and surveillance, such as patrolling large public ar-
eas like airports or university campuses and monitoring public
gatherings for safety reasons, and

4. in agriculture, such as for monitoring crops, pests, and soil
conditions with the integration of appropriate sensors.

Despite the potential practical applications listed above, certain
practical conditions that will affect the proposed system are the balance
and stability of the system while navigating various terrains and slopes
to avoid falls, weather and environmental factors such as rain, snow, or
extreme temperatures, which affect the system’s performance, limited
payload capacity due to the system being a lightweight carrier it cannot
support heavier items beyond its payload capacity, and accurate map-
ping and localization in real-time for successful navigation as accurate
positioning in real-time could be challenging.

The limitations of this study are:

• the presence of algorithm singularities in the form of local minima
as LbCS is based on the classical method of the artificial potential
field approach. In this study, such cases where the Segway robot
could get trapped in a local minima were avoided through the
selection of specific initial conditions and assigning specific values
to the control, convergence and avoidance parameters using brute
force technique.

• the authors have restricted themselves to using numerical proofs
and computer-based simulations of interesting scenarios to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the velocity-based control laws.
This paper provides a theoretical exposition of the LbCS’s appli-
cability only and no prototype experimental robot was developed
for the verification of the results.

• the control, convergence and avoidance parameters used have not
been optimized.

• correct multi-variable analysis, which could help in developing a
more accurate model by understanding the relationships between
multiple variables used.

10. Conclusion

A new set of continuous velocity-based, time-invariant, nonlinear,
stabilizing controllers governed by the kinematic equations of a two-
dimensional autonomous nonholonomic two-wheeled self-balancing
Segway robot system in a partially known environment cluttered with
static and dynamic obstacles has been presented. Using these new
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Fig. 16. Example 8.2. Orientation and position of the segway robot and the dynamic obstacles at 𝑡 = 287, 302, 317, 332, 347, 362, 377, 392, 407, 422, 437, and 452, respectively, show
the segway robot avoiding the dynamic obstacles in Region A.
Fig. 17. Example 8.3. Orientation and position of the segway robot and the dynamic
obstacles at 𝑡 = 0, 80, 183, 360, and 700, respectively. The Segway robot’s trajectory is
hown in dashed line.

ontrollers, the limitations on the angular velocities and system restric-
ions of the personal transporter were also successfully obtained while
aintaining a robust obstacle avoidance scheme. Interaction of the

hree central pillars of LbCS, which are smoothness, safety, and shortest
ath for motion planning, bring about the time and cost effectiveness
nd efficiency of the velocity-based controllers. From the authors’
13
Fig. 18. Example 8.3. The Segway robot’s angular velocities showing a rapid
deceleration while it approaches its target.

viewpoint, such nonlinear velocity controllers are designed using the
Lyapunov-based Control Scheme for the first time and it presented
a significantly better algorithm for the motion planning and control
of an autonomous Segway in dynamic environments. The continuous
controllers derived from LbCS provided smooth and stable trajectories
for the Segway while the method of stepwise iterations utilized in
evolutionary optimization and heuristic approaches usually lead to
erratic and unstable motion in constrained environments. Despite being
highly accurate and reliable, AI algorithms for motion control may
not be suitable for dynamic environments cluttered with numerous
obstacles. The Segway system’s stability is analyzed by Lyapunov’s
method, and the results achieved explicitly highlight the effectiveness
of the geometrical notion of nonholonomic limitations.

The main drawback of this technique is that algorithm singularities
in the form of local minima can be introduced. Moreover, continuity
has to be discretized in practical applications, and asymptotic stability
can only be shown.
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Fig. 19. Example 8.3. Orientation and position of the Segway robot and the dynamic obstacles at 𝑡 = 96, 106, 116, 126, 136, 146, 156, 166, 176, 186, 196, and 206, respectively, show
the Segway robot avoiding the dynamic obstacles in Region A.
W
c
v

Fig. 20. Example 8.4. Orientation and position of the segway robot and the dynamic
obstacles at 𝑡 = 0, 69, 109, 208, 255, 329, and 700, respectively. The Segway robot’s
rajectory is shown in dashed line.

Future work will consider creating a hybrid system using a combi-
ation of the current algorithm and one of the heuristic-based or AI
lgorithms. This approach will inherit the advantages of LbCS while
lushing out local minima using the latter algorithm of the hybrid
ystem. Utilizing the hybrid system, autonomy of a prototype personal
ransporter Segway robot will be considered in complex environments.

statistical comparison could also be conducted on the experimental
esults achieved using hybrid approach with other existing approaches
n the literature to compare key performance indicators like path length
nd time of convergence. Moreover, formation control and motion
lanning of multiple nonholonomic segways will also be considered for
mart city applications such as patrol and security, delivery, mobility
id and crowd control. Smart Segways with advanced sensors, which
ould provide real-time feedback on their health such as monitoring
14
Fig. 21. Example 8.4. The Segway robot’s angular velocities showing a rapid
deceleration while it approaches its target.

of the users heart rate, and fitness tracking features could be given
attention too.
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